JENZABAR SERVICES

Jenzabar Student Success Strategic Consulting

Retention and Technology Expertise to Increase Student Success
Improve your retention rate and protect your tuition revenue with
Jenzabar Student Success Strategic Consulting.

Right People, Right Expertise
Jenzabar’s strategic consultants have helped colleges and
universities of all types improve their retention rates. Whether you’re

Delivering an effective student success program that retains your

experienced in student support or are considering a new program

students all the way through to completion has never been more

launch—and whether you use Jenzabar Retention or not—Jenzabar

critical to your institution’s success. Optimize your institution across

Student Success Strategic Consulting will increase your efficiency

every aspect of this important challenge with Jenzabar Student

and optimize results.

Success Strategic Consulting.
Highly-effective student success programs require a unique
combination of skills, resources, and technology to get results.
Jenzabar’s student success consultants are leaders in the student
retention field with extensive experience in higher education student

Jenzabar Student Success Strategic Consulting options:

•
•
•
•

Student Success Program Assessment
Institutional Organization for Student Success
Non-Cognitive Risk Factor Analytics for Student Success
Student Success Technology Support

persistence, support, program operation, and technology.

Student Success Program Assessment
Get the assistance and insight you need to get your new retention

This is a soup-to-nuts consultation to ramp up the productivity and

program off to a great start or to take your current program to the

results of your retention program. An experienced consultant will

next level. Reach your goal to help as many students as possible

review and audit your entire student success program, including

succeed in their educational endeavors with Jenzabar Student

processes and resources at your institution. Based on your

Success Strategic Consulting.

institution’s mission and a thorough understanding of the unique
attributes of your student population, you will receive a prescriptive
report providing detailed data-driven recommendations based
on best practices. Your consultant will provide an action plan for

implementation. This assessment benefits student retention programs
of all types—whether you are currently using a retention software tool,
are considering one, or do not have one in place.

Institutional Organization for Student Success
This holistic service provides guidance to help the institution best

Student Success Technology Support
Jenzabar Student Success Strategic Consulting provides many
options to assist you in maximizing your student success efforts
leveraging Jenzabar Retention:

•

increase and optimize usage on your campus to create

organize itself to maximize student success. We will examine and
refine the process for reaching out to students in need of intervention.
Your consultant will provide recommendations for staff involvement,

widespread institutional buy-in.

•

screens or to segment your student population for communication

there is a clear plan of action to reach out to and retain students who

and intervention. Each campus has its own crucial bits of

are identified to be “at risk.” The institution-wide implementation plan

information that are essential for understanding the student

identifies opportunities for efficiency improvements, data collection,

success puzzle. Adding custom data metrics guarantees a fuller

and analysis strategies.

Including non-cognitive risk factors in your retention model can
collectively increase the accuracy of your performance and
persistence predictions by as much as 30 to 40%. A Jenzabar
strategic consultant will help you deploy the Jenzabar Student

Creation of custom data metrics that may be included in your
predictive model, to be available on the student information

as well as roles, approaches, workflows, and reporting to ensure that

Non-Cognitive Risk Factor Analytics for
Student Success

Usage assessment including consulting and advice on how to

and richer understanding of student success.

•

Creation of custom reports to help you meet your most important
assessment needs, to highlight the effectiveness of your program
and understand needed improvement efforts.

•

Creation of additional predictive models to extend proactive
interventions beyond the population cohort modeled during your
Jenzabar Retention implementation.

Success Survey to uncover the previously-hidden factors that have
a significant impact on retention at your institution. Your consultant
will help create or augment your existing early alert systems to
identify at-risk students and then connect them to the precise
support services and activities they need to increase persistence
and academic success.

Jenzabar student information systems have been chosen more often than any other SIS over the past five years.
Exclusively serving higher education, Jenzabar software and services are designed to drive higher performance
in every department at your institution. Jenzabar collaborates with clients to make higher education amazing.
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